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Abstract—Given the fact that roughly 800 000 children
are reported missing in the United States every year, how to
assist parents to track their children becomes an important
problem. Even though many children tracking systems have
been proposed, the high cost and energy limitation of locators
are the stumbling blocks which limit the application of those
systems. To address this challenge, we design a children track-
ing system based on RFID technology, where children carry
RFID tags and the system is responsible for locating the children
by aggregating the readings from the deployed readers. Noting
the importance of localized processing for efficient children
tracking, we further study how the locally available computing
resource, such as the mobile devices carried by the park employ-
ees and visitors, can be utilized for service provisioning. Since
mobile devices have limited energy, we study an energy efficiency
optimization problem by jointly considering the resource alloca-
tion and user association. The formulated problem is solved by a
dynamic updating matching approach. Through extensive simu-
lations, we have demonstrated the effectiveness of our proposed
solution.

Index Terms—Energy efficiency (EE), RFID, tracking children.

I. INTRODUCTION

LOSING a beloved child is no doubt the worst thing
for every parent. In some cases, parents find that their

children are lost while they are talking with others for a
few seconds. Based on the statistical data for Missing and
Exploited Children released by the National Center, we learn
that roughly 800 000 children are missing every year in the
United States, which means roughly 2000 children are reported
missing every day [1]. Some incidents occur when parents take
their children to public places, especially the markets, shop-
ping malls, and theme parks. For example, in large theme parks
like Walt Disney World, there are tens of thousands of visitors
every day. It may be just a turn-around and the next thing you
realize is that your child is missing. To make matters worse,
finding a missing child in a huge park is almost impossible.
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To prevent parents from losing their beloved children,
researchers have developed many systems and approaches. The
most popular one is to place the global positioning system
(GPS) locators on their children. The Paw tracker, Trax GPS
tracker, and HEREO GPS watch [2] are the popular products
based on GPS. The main issues of using GPS systems are high
cost and energy limitation of a locator. When a GPS loca-
tor works in a continuous mode, it consumes energy rapidly.
Thus, Bluetooth low energy (BLE) is emerging as the alter-
native approach to solve the children missing problem. In
the BLE tracking systems, the locator can directly commu-
nicate with a user’s device (e.g., smartphone). As mentioned
in [3] and [4], a Bluetooth tracker company named Chipolo
can help parents locate their children by attaching BLE tags to
children’s shoes or clothes. Even though the energy consump-
tion has been reduced using BLE tags, the energy problem
still limits the popularity of BLE tracking systems. Another
drawback of the systems relying on BLE is that if the chil-
dren go out of the communication range, their parents may
not locate their children any more. Given the weakness men-
tioned above, it is imperative to design a new children tracking
system, which is energy efficient and robust to dynamically
changing environments.

Nowadays, RFID technology [5], [6], especially the pas-
sive RFID, which relies on the backscatter technology, has
emerged as a promising approach due to its low cost and less
restriction on energy. Lin et al. [7] constructed an RFID-based
opportunistic network to locate children. They use distributed
nodes to store the location data of tags. In their design, the
system relies on moving people, who acts as carry-and-forward
nodes to transmit data. When users query the information of
tags, the control center can find the corresponding informa-
tion in the distributed storage nodes. Chen [8] have proposed
another system that combines RFID networks with wireless
sensor networks for tracking children in theme parks. In their
design, the readers rely on the wireless sensor networks for
data transmissions.

However, there are several challenges facing RFID-based
children tracking system. First, potential congestion would
reduce quality of service. Most of RFID-based children track-
ing systems adopt the centralized design. In this design, a
reader would transmit collected data to the remote control
center (such as a base station) for processing and storage. For
example, the proposed system in [8] is designed in the cen-
tralized fashion. In their design, reading data would be relayed
back to the remote control center through multihop wireless
sensor networks. Actually, the remote control center would be
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congested due to all of devices waiting for transmitting and
computing data in its coverage. Second, unnecessary waste of
communication resource is another problem. Most of the sit-
uations, the readers would operate in the continuous model.
The continuously reading may incur significant traffic. Notice
that it is not necessary to transmit reading data all the time
to remote control center since children might stay in the same
place, such as waiting in line for a spot of interest in a theme
park. Third, full coverage of children activity area is critical.
In the design of Lin et al. [7] and Chen [8], they both propose
to simply place the fixed readers in key points. Without full
coverage of children activity area, the system may have the
blind area. As a result, it is critical to design an efficient and
effective RFID-based children tracking system.

Inspired by previous works, we propose a new children
tracking system based on UHF RFIDs (as shown in Fig. 1).
Similar to previous works, we propose to fasten the passive
RFID tags on children. When the children play in a theme
park, their tags would be read by the nearby fixed readers
with wireless communication capability. These fixed readers
are deployed by a service provider, such as the theme park, to
cover the whole activity area of children. The service provider
obtains the locations of children by aggregating the readings
of these readers. To avoid the potential congestion problem in
the centralized design, we utilize the mobile devices carried by
the park employees and visitors as the local processing units.
In so doing, raw reading data is not sent to the remote control
center for data processing. With the help of remote control
center, the reader finds a mobile device (e.g., smartphone) for
data processing. Then, the associated mobile device/local pro-
cessing unit delivers the processed data to users. In practice,
some of the users may locate in the communication range of
associated mobile devices. Thus, the associated mobile devices
directly transmit the data to the users in the transmission
range. For the users out of the communication range of asso-
ciated mobile devices, the remote control center serves as the
relay for data transmissions. Since mobile devices have lim-
ited energy, if they consume too much of their energy quickly,
there are not enough number of local processing units that sup-
port the service for users. To fully exploit the mobile devices
for service provisioning, we formulate an energy efficiency
(EE) optimization problem by jointly considering power allo-
cation and user association. We address the EE optimization
problem by adopting the dynamic updating matching (DUM)
algorithm. As such, the main contributions of this paper are
summarized as follows.

1) We propose a novel RFID system to track children in
public areas. With the designed system, the locations
of children can be tracked with simple carry-on devices,
namely, RFID tags. We utilize the mobile devices carried
by park employees and/or visitors as local processing
units to avoid the potential congestion problem. With
the help of remote control center, each reader is matched
with a mobile device for data processing.

2) EE of mobile devices is critical in our scenario because
of the energy limitation of associated mobile devices.
We formulate an EE optimization problem by jointly
considering the resource allocation and user association.

Since the formulated EE problem is NP-complete, we
adopt dynamic update matching algorithm to provide an
suboptimal solution.

3) Through extensive simulations, we show that our
proposed schemes are effective in improving the EE
performance of associated mobile devices.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. We dis-
cuss related work in Section II. In Section III, we introduce
network configuration and corresponding models. According
to those models, we formulate the optimization problem as
fractional programming problem under multiple constraints in
Section IV, We also introduce the dynamic matching approach
to feasible solution in Section V. We evaluate the performance
of the proposed scheme in Section VI, followed by concluding
remarks in Section VII.

II. RELATED WORK

We classify the existing applications for tracking children
into three types. The Type-I applications [9]–[13] rely on GPS
technology. Gupta and Harit [9] designed a system utiliz-
ing GPS, short messaging service (SMS), and smartphones.
Smartphones as the locators are carried by the children, so
they can send location information to the parents through the
Internet. SMS plays as a backup option in the system. Once
children enter the area where there is no Internet connection,
the location information can be sent as a short message through
the cellular networks. Even though the proposed system in [9]
can easily track the children, it has several drawbacks. First,
the large size of a smartphone makes it inconvenient to carry
around for children. Second, the smartphone has energy lim-
itation. Third, there is a high risk of losing the smartphone,
which leads to the failure of the system.

The Type-II applications [9], [14]–[16] employ the
Bluetooth technology. A tracking system using Bluetooth
mobile ad hoc network (MANET) has been proposed in [15].
In the scenario of Morii et al., every target child has
an android terminal, which can autonomously configure a
wireless network based on autonomous clustering technique.
Android terminals in the cluster communicate with each other
to collect group information. As a result, each parent can check
whether his/her child becomes alone or not. In addition, par-
ents also receive the current locations of their children. In [15],
they design two-tier networks to support the system. The first
tier is a Bluetooth MANET, which can easily form a group.
The second tier is the mesh networks that deliver the data from
the group to the Internet. However, this system still has its own
limitations, such as large device size, limited device energy,
and heavy reliance on the Internet. Liu and Li [14] proposed
a BLE tag-based system that utilizes the limited communica-
tion range between the locator and the receiver. The devices
(e.g., smartphone) carried by users keep receiving signals from
BLE tags as long as the children stay in the safety range
(e.g., communication range) of the users (e.g., parents of the
children). Once losing the communications from the locators,
the users’ devices get an alert. To overcome the weakness that
the system may fail to work when children disappear from the
range, Liu and Li [14] designed a collaborative approach to
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Fig. 1. System architecture.

finding the lost children. However, the limited energy problem
of BLE tags remains unsolved.

The Type-III applications construct RFID networks to track
children. According to the scheme of Lin et al. [7], RFID
readers are deployed in key areas to monitor tags (which
are attached to children) passing by. Depending on the loca-
tion, readers can choose to either directly transmit data to
nearby storage node or rely on packet passing nodes (e.g.,
visitors or employees) to deliver the data. The major problem
of this RFID system is that the packet nodes may lead
to a long delay in sending the data to the nearby storage
node. To overcome this weakness, Chen [8] created a sce-
nario in which RFID readers are placed in the landmarks
of a theme park, making it easier to keep monitoring the
children when they play around the landmarks. The wireless
sensor networks would subsequently transmit the data to the
gateway. However, the coverage is a serious problem in this
scenario.

III. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

A. Overview

Fig. 1 gives a high-level overview of our proposed system.
RFID tags are attached to the visitors of theme parks. We
call the tag attached on child is the target tag and the tag
placed on a normal visitor is the interference tag. In addition,
we also deploy RFID reference tags which can help read-
ers locate target tags more easily. RFID readers are deployed
in theme parks to make sure that every point of the chil-
dren’s activity area is covered at least by one reader. We
also assume that readers are equipped with communication
radio interface with other mobile devices, which can be done
with certain customization. When children travel in the theme
parks, the attached tags will be scanned by the nearby fixed
RFID readers. As we mentioned in the previous section,
we employ the wireless communication readers. Then, read-
ers send the scanned data to local processing units for data
processing. Local processing units are the mobile devices car-
ried by park employees and visitors. Actually, visitors can
access this system via an application which is downloaded

and installed on their mobile devices. Parents can track their
children through this application. If the smartphone of a visitor
has enough power, the visitor can apply as the local processing
unit to perform processing and get monetary compensation.
Finally, local processing units send the processed data to
devices of users.

We divide the time into discrete fixed time period, called
slot. At the beginning of the slot, readers first scan its cover-
age area to read data from tags in the area. The reader utilizes
power control to tune the transmission power level in order
to read the tags since power control not only helps improve
the location accuracy of target tags, but also avoids the read-
ing collision problem among readers. We group readers into
clusters. In each cluster, one central reader acts as the cluster
head to gather reading data of all other readers. The clus-
ter head also has ability to buffer the reading data. Then, the
cluster heads gather all the raw reading data from their cluster
members.

The raw reading data will go through two stages before
being delivered to the users. The first stage is the process-
ing stage, which includes reference tag elimination, target tag
location estimation, and so on. In the beginning of process-
ing stage, all cluster heads request the remote control center
help them find the local processing units. At the same time,
the remote control center requires information of all mobile
devices registered as the candidates of local processing units.
The reader-mobile device association process will be finished
at the remote control center. Then readers send the raw reading
data to the associated mobile device (e.g., d1 in Fig. 2 ). The
raw reading data will be locally processed by the associated
mobile devices. Then, the processed data is passed to the sec-
ond stage, the delivery stage. In this system, we assume both
readers and mobile devices have limited device to device com-
munication range. In the delivery stage, the associated mobile
devices directly transmit the processed data to the nearby end
users (e.g., d2 and d3 in Fig. 2) in its communication range. For
the end users out of the communication range of the associated
mobile device (such as d4 in Fig. 2), the remote control center
serves as the rely nodes for data transmissions. In addition,
in the subsequent development of this paper, when we say
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Fig. 2. Whole process of data processing and transmissions.

the reader, we mean the head of a reader cluster. The whole
process are summarized in Fig. 2.

B. System Model

We denote the set of the readers as R = {1, 2, . . . , j, . . . , R},
the jth reader by rj. We also denote the mobile devices by
D = {1, 2, . . . , i, . . . , D}, the ith mobile device by di. To eval-
uate the performance of our system, we first elaborate a few
important concepts we will use in the subsequent development.

1) Link Data Rate: In our scenario, orthogonal channels
are adopted in the transmissions among mobile devices and
transmissions from mobile devices to remote control center.
Thus, transmissions among different channels are interference
free. According to the Shannon–Hartly theorem, the data rate
of the link between mobile device di and mobile device dk or
remote control center B is

ci,× = Wi× log2

(
1 + pi,×hi,×

N0Wi,×

)
(1)

where × indicates a target node (either dk or base station B),
and pi,× denotes the transmission power of mobile device di,
hi,× is the channel gain from mobile device di to dk or base
station B, and N0 is the power spectral density of additive
white Gaussian noise. Then, we can get the total achieved
data rate via the mobile device di is

Ci =
∑

k∈Ti∪B

Wi,k log2

(
1 + pi,khi,k

N0Wi,k

)
(2)

where Ti is the set of neighboring nodes, which means the end
users within i’s transmission range. For example, in Fig. 2,
the set of neighboring nodes of mobile device d1 is {d2, d3}
since only these destinations/end users in its communication
range. |Ti| is the cardinality of the set Ti. Actually, Ti is deter-
mined by the reader association selection xj,i. That is, when
mobile device di associates with different reader ri, the set Ti

is different.
2) Power Consumption: The total power consumption of

each mobile device di includes two parts, which are the
aggregated power consumption for data processing EP

i and
the power consumption for data transmissions, respectively.

TABLE I
TABLE OF PARAMETERS

We define fi as the computation ability of mobile device di. The
power consumption of mobile device di for data processing can
be calculated as [17]

EP
i = κ(fi)

3 (3)

where κ is the coefficient depending on the chip archi-
tecture. Power consumption for data transmissions can be
characterized by [18]

ETR
i =

∑
k∈Ti∪B

ηpi,k + Pcir
i . (4)

Here, Pcir
i is denoted as the circuit power consumption and η

is the power amplifier efficiency. The power consumptions of
the infrastructure nodes and fixed readers are assumed not to
be considered as all of them are powered by more powerful
external power source.

3) Matching Matrix: We introduce an R × D reader asso-
ciation matrix. Element xj,i in the matrix indicates whether or
not the reader rj is associated with mobile device di. That is,
fixed reader rj transmits the raw data to mobile device di for
processing when xj,i = 1; otherwise, xj,i = 0.

To improve the clarity, notations of key parameters are
summarized in Table I.
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IV. PROBLEM FORMULATION

Given the model described before, we target at the problem
on maximizing the EE of associated mobile devices. In our
design, sufficient number of available local processing units
can provide long and stable service for users. However, if all
mobile devices consume their energy quickly, there are few
mobile devices would act as local processing units to support
users. Thus, improving EE of mobile devices can maintain
quality of experience and make the whole system stable [19].
Hence, we consider a joint EE optimization problem for reader
association decision and resource allocation. We first formu-
late the EE function for each mobile device di, which is
given by

EEi = Ci

EP
i + ETR

i

(5)

where Ci is the total achieved data rate via mobile device
di to users (mobile devices carried by parents). That is to
say, data from readers is processed on mobile device di,
and then the processed data is sent to users. To process
data Cj,i for users, mobile device di consumes a certain
amount of power, which includes the power consumption
for data processing EP

i and the power consumption for data
transmissions ETR

i .
Furthermore, we need to consider several constraints for the

EE optimization problem.
Reader Association: The fixed reader rj can only associate

with one mobile device for data processing. This constraint
can be captured as follows:∑

i∈N

xj,i = 1. (6)

Maximum Power Limitation: In our scenario, we assume
each mobile device can just utilize transmission power below
the maximum Pmax, that is,

pi,k ≤ Pmax, k ∈ Ti ∪ B. (7)

QoS Requirement: In order to guarantee the QoS require-
ment for the users, we introduce the constraint as

Wi,k log2

(
1 + pi,khi,k

N0Wi,k

)
≥ cmin, k ∈ Ti ∪ B (8)

where cmin is denoted as the QoS threshold.

A. EE Optimization

Based on the constraints we mentioned above, we have the
following optimization problem:

max
xj,i,pi,k

∑
i∈N

∑
j∈M xj,iωiCj,i

| ∑j∈M xj,i|EP
i + ∑

i∈M xj,iETR
j,i

s.t. Cj,i =
∑

k∈Tj,i∪B

Wi,k log2

(
1 + pi,khi,k

N0Wi,k

)

ETR
i =

∑
k∈Tj,i

ηpi,k + Pcir
i

EP
i = κ(fi)

3

0 ≤ pi,k ≤ Pmax, k ∈ Tj,i ∪ B

Wi,k log2

(
1 + pi,khi,k

N0Wi,k

)
≥ cmin, k ∈ Tj,i ∪ B

∑
i∈N

xj,i = 1

xj,i ∈ {0, 1} (9)

where ωi is a balancing weighting factor related to the resid-
ual energy of mobile device di and the stable time. Actually,
if a mobile device has more residual energy and does not
move frequently, it would be a better choice to be a local
processing unit. Here, Tj,i is device di’s neighboring nodes
that request the data from reader rj. Clearly, our formulated
optimization problem (9) is a mixed-integer nonlinear pro-
gramming problem, which is NP-complete as proved in [20].
In the next section, we adopt matching theory to find the
feasible solution to the EE maximization problem.

V. MATCHING APPROACH

Matching game is one of the popular distributed approaches
to solving optimization problems. Different from centralized
algorithms which may obtain optimal solutions with high com-
putational complexity, distributed approaches typically achieve
suboptimal results with lower complexity. Actually, we con-
tend that matching game is an semi-distributed approach by
reasoning that many operations in the matching approach, such
as local information gathering, preference list establishment,
and decision making are performed in a distributed fashion,
while other operations may depend upon global information
from a centralized coordinator. In this section, we intro-
duce the matching approach to solving the EE maximization
problem (9).

A. Matching Concepts

We first define a matching between two finite and dis-
joint sets denoted by M = {m1, . . . , mi, . . . , mp} and W =
{w1, . . . , wj, . . . , wq}, respectively. Each mi ∈ M has a utility
over the set W and the same as wj ∈ W . The value of util-
ity represents the preference relations of each individual. For
example, if mi prefers wj to wk, we write it as wj �mi wk. Given
preferences, we give the following formal matching definition.

Definition 1: A one-to-one matching μ is a mapping from
the set M to W , such that μ(mi) = wj if only if μ(wj) = mi.
Moreover, μ(mi) ∈ W and μ(wi) ∈ M .

Once a matching μ is established, we need to check the
stability of μ. If no agent (mi or wj) wants to change its cur-
rent paired assignment, a matching is stable. The definition of
stability is provided in Definition 2.

Definition 2: A matching μ is said to be stable if it admits
no blocking pairs. A pair (mi, wj) is a blocking pair if the
following the conditions hold: 1) mi is either unassigned or
prefers wj to μ(mi) and 2) wj is either unassigned or prefers
mi to μ(wj).

B. Preference Establishment

We first establish each player’s preference list. Notice that
mobile devices’ preference lists cannot be set up since the
neighboring nodes set Tj,i for each device di is unknown before
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the reader mapping decisions between readers and devices
have been made. We consider the case of two adjacent time
slots. Assume the network condition changes slightly because
the time slot is short. That is to say, only a small number of
readers’ or mobile devices’ preferences are changed. Under
this assumption, we can set up mobile devices’ preference
lists of the current time slot according to the knowledge from
previous slot.

Preference Establishment: The basic idea to establish the
preference of a mobile device is to use knowledge from
previous time period to obtain the set of neighboring nodes.
We first set up the preference list of rj. All readers establish
their preference lists according to their benefit functions. The
benefit of reader rj depends on the achievable data transmis-
sion rate, which can be characterized as μCj,i, where μ is
the benefit factor. Without loss of generality, we set μ = 1.
Thus, the preference list of rj over device di at time slot t is
VR

j (t) = (VR
j,i(t)), where VR

j,i(t) is obtained according to

VR
j,i(t) = ωi

∑
k∈Tj,i(t−1)∪B

Wi,k log2

(
1 + pi,k(t)hi,k(t)

N0Wi,k

)
. (10)

We now introduce the preference establishment of a mobile
device. Mobile device di sets up its preference based on
its transmission cost function. The cost function is the
power consumption for transmissions and processing, which
is ν(EP

i + ETR
j,i ). Similarly, we also assume ν = 1 for ease

of presentation. Then the preferences of di over device rj at
time slot t is VD

i (t) = (VD
i,j(t)) and VD

i,j(t) can be captured
according to

VD
i,j(t) = κ(fi)

3 +
∑

k∈Tj,i∪B

ηpi,k(t) + Pcir
i . (11)

We model di’s preference and rj’s preference according to
local maximum achievable EE with the set of neighboring
nodes Tj,i(t−1) at time slot t. Thus, we develop the following
fast iterative power allocation (FIPA) algorithm to obtain the
transmission power between device di and neighboring nodes
set Tj,i, which is obtained from the formulated local power
allocation problem

max
pi,k

UEE
i (t) = Ci

[
pi,k(t)

]
Ei

[
pi,k(t)

]
s.t. Ci

[
pi,k(t)

] = ωi

∑
k∈Tj,i(t−1)∪B

Wi,k log2

(
1 + pi,k(t)hi,k(t)

N0Wi,k

)

Ei
[
pi,k(t)

] = κ(fi)
3 +

∑
k∈Tj,i(t−1)∪B

ηpi,k(t) + Pcir
i

0 ≤ pi,k ≤ Pmax
(
k ∈ Ti ∪ B

)
Wi,k log2

(
1 + pi,khi,k

N0Wi,k

)
≥ cmin, k ∈ Ti ∪ B. (12)

Since the problem formulated in (12) is a nonlinear frac-
tional programming, we first employ fractional programming
theory to transform it to an equivalent convex program-
ming. Thus, based on what Dinkelbach has elaborated in [21]
and more recent studies [22], [23], we have the following
proposition.

Algorithm 1 FIPA Algorithm
Input: cmin, Pmax,.
Output: pi,k(t)

Initialization;
�,λ(0),N,n = 1.
Power Allocation;
Calculate each Pmin

i,k according to (8)
while n ≤ N do

Obtain p̂i,k(n) by (15)
if p̂i,k(n) < Pmin

i,k then
Set p̂i,k(n) = Pmin

i,k
end if
if p̂i,k(n) > Pmax then

Set p̂i,k(n) = Pmax

end if
if Ci[p̂i,k(n)] − λ(n − 1)Ei[p̂i,k(n)] ≥ � then

Set λ(n) = Ci[p̂i,k(n)]/Ei[p̂i,k(n)];
else

pi,k(t) = p̂i,k(n)

end if
Update n = n + 1

end while

Proposition 1 [21]: Define the function Q as

Q(λ) = max
pi,k

Ci
(
pi,k

) − λEi
(
pi,k

)
. (13)

Then, the optimal power allocation p∗
i,k is achieved if and only

if there is λ∗ such that Q(λ∗) = Ci(p∗
i,k) − λ∗Ei(p∗

i,k) = 0.
From this result, we develop the following algorithm.
1) FIPA Algorithm: The equivalent optimization problem

is given by

max
pi,k

Ci
(
pi,k

) − λ∗Ei
(
pi,k

)
s.t. 0 ≤ pi,k ≤ Pmax, k ∈ Ti ∪ B

ci,k ≥ cmin, k ∈ Ti ∪ B. (14)

Then we utilize FIPA algorithm based on the well-known
Dinkelbach algorithm [21] to get the specific values of λ∗. At
the nth iteration, with the value of λ(n − 1) from the (n − 1)th
iteration, pi,k(n) are obtained by

pi,k(n) =
[

1

ηλ(n − 1)ln2
− N0Wi,k

hi,k

]+
(15)

where [x]+ = max{x, 0}. Then, if pi,k(n) > Pmax, we
set value of pi,k(n) to Pmax. If pi,k(n) < Pmin

i,k [which is
obtained from (8)], we set value of pi,k(n) to Pmin

i,k . Finally, if
Ci[p̂i,k(n)]−λ(n−1)Ei[p̂i,k(n)] < � holds, the algorithm stops.
Otherwise, update n = n + 1, λ = Ci[pi,k(n)]/Ei[pi,k(n)],
and go to the next iteration. The overall FIPA algorithm
is summarized in Algorithm 1. We can also use more effi-
cient algorithms developed in [22] and [23], but we choose
Dinkelbach’s algorithm for the ease of presentation.

C. Dynamic Updating Matching Algorithm

When the preference establishment is completed, we can
start with the matching. We propose the DUM algorithm,
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Algorithm 2 DUM Algorithm

Input: cmin, Pmax,Ptotal,VR
j (t),VD

i (t), R , D .
Output: Matching μ(t)

Initialization;
Get pi,k(t) by FIPA algorithm
Matching Construction;
Each rj sets up its preference VR

j according to (10)
Each di sets up its preference VD

i according to (11)
Construct unmatched set Run, set Run=R
Matching Construction;
while Run 	= ∅ do

for each rj ∈ Run do
Proposes to the first di in its preference list and
remove di from VR

j ;
end for
for di ∈ D do

if di receives one proposal then
di keeps the proposal;
Remove rj from Run;

else
di keeps the most preferred proposal from rj∗,
and rejects the rest;
di removes rj∗ from the Run, and add the
rejected readers into the Run;

end if
end for

end while
Update;
if Run 	= ∅ then

Update preference list VD
i ;

Update preference list VR
i ;

Go to Stage 1;
end if

which proceeds iteratively. As summarized in Algorithm 2,
the DUM algorithm has two stages. At the first stage, readers
conduct the matching based on the preference list VR

j . In each
iteration, reader ri proposes to its most preferred device di.
After this, di is removed from preference list VR

j . Then device
di decides whether to accept or reject the proposal based on
its preference list over the reader rj. If there are more than
one proposal, device di chooses to keep the reader rj that it
favors the most, and rejects the rest. The proposing and accept-
ing/rejecting iterations run for as many rounds as needed until
all readers are matched or all readers’ preferences that are
fully examined. We also consider the case all readers’ prefer-
ences are fully examined but some readers are still unmatched.
We let device di increase its accepting capacity and reader rj

updates its preference list based on the current matching. Then
readers conduct the new matching based on the new preference
lists. The overall DUM algorithm are given in Algorithm 2.

VI. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

A. Simulation Setup

This section presents EE of the proposed solution. There are
R readers placed in the grid topology and D mobile devices

Fig. 3. Snapshot of mobile device location with N = 70.

randomly distributed in the area. A snapshot of mobile device
locations with D = 70 and reader locations with R = 49 is
shown in Fig. 3. The big diamond is the remote control center,
the stars are the RFID readers, and the dots are the mobile
devices. We assume the communication range between mobile
devices is up to 100 m. The mobile devices are assumed to
have an circuitry power consumption Pcir = 50 mW. We also
set the effective switched capacitance κ = 10−28 [17]. The
channel fading is modeled by complex normal distribution,
CN (0, 1) [24].

To evaluate the performance, the proposed matching algo-
rithm is compared with classical stable marriage match-
ing (SMM) algorithm and one heuristic algorithm. The
heuristic algorithm is called reader-greedy algorithm, which
readers are always matched with the mobile devices most
preferred according to readers’ preferences. In addition,
for the purpose of comparing the impact of our proposed
power allocation approach, we also introduce random power
allocation approach and greedy power allocation approach.
In particular, greedy power allocation approach allocates the
maximum transmission power Pmax for every transmission
link of associated mobile devices. Random power allocation
approach employs transmission power distributed in the range
[0, Pmax].

B. Results and Analysis

1) Performance Comparison With the Optimal Solution:
Fig. 4 shows EE performance of our proposed algorithm
and the optimal solution, which serves as a benchmark for
comparison. The optimal solution is obtained by the exhaus-
tive enumeration method. Considering the high computational
complexity of the exhaustive enumeration method, a small-
scale network size is set to evaluate the performance of the
proposed algorithm. We set the number of readers R is to
be varied in [26] and the number of mobile devices is 5. As
it is shown, the performance of proposed algorithm achieves
more than 80% of the optimum one. Hence, we can conclude
that DUM can attain an approximated optimal EE by com-
paring with the exhaustive enumeration scheme. Furthermore,
although there is gap between DUM and the optimal matching
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Fig. 4. Comparison to the optimal solution.

Fig. 5. Comparison of different matching algorithms.

scheme, DUM can obtain a suboptimal performance with
lower computational complexity.

2) Performance Comparison of Different Matching
Algorithms: In Fig. 5, we evaluate the EE versus different
network size. Since the readers are deployed in grid topology
and have the fixed reading range, the number of readers
varies with the network size. We assume that the number of
readers R is varied in [949]. We set the density of mobile
devices to be fixed, � = 0.005 devices/m2. Simulation results
demonstrate that the EE of the proposed matching approach
first increases fast and then grows slowly. The reason is
that with the network size increasing, both readers and
mobile devices have a wider variety of expanded matching
candidates. In the three approaches, the proposed matching
algorithm achieves the best EE, which indicates that it can
exploit more benefits from the diverse choices than the other
two algorithms. The performance of SMM algorithm is not
as good as the proposed algorithm since it cannot update
preference timely and ignores the benefits from the previous
matching. The performance of the reader-greedy approach
is not as good as the other two algorithms since it cannot
fully exploit the diverse matching candidates and ignores the
benefits from power allocation process of data transmissions.

Fig. 6. Comparison of different power allocation approaches.

Fig. 7. EE under different density of mobile devices.

3) Comparison of Power Allocation Approaches: Fig. 6
shows the EE of diffident power allocation strategies. We
employ the same values of R and � as in the previous sim-
ulation. We set the maximum allocated power to Pmax =
30 dBm. The result demonstrates that proposed power allo-
cation approach achieves the best EE and outperforms the
random power allocation approach and the greedy power allo-
cation approach by 375% and 452% for R = 25, respectively.
The random power allocation gets the second best performance
since it has higher probability to take full advantage of the
available power. We also find that benefits from the increasing
power is not able to compensate for the EE loss. The greedy
power allocation approach achieves the worst performance
due to two reasons. The first is that the power allocation is
fully ignored since it employs the fixed power. The second is
that increasing transmission power has higher probability for
passing the point for the optimum EE. Thus, increasing trans-
mission power does not really improve the EE, rather causes
significant EE loss.

4) EE With Respect to the Density of Mobile Devices:
In Fig. 7, EE of different algorithms with respect to the var-
ied density of mobile devices are evaluated. In this evaluation
study, the density of mobile devices varying within [535] and
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Fig. 8. EE under different computation capability of mobile device.

the step size is 5. We set the number of readers to R = 36. The
result demonstrates that the impact of the density of mobile
devices is evident only at lower values. When the density of
mobile devices is not large, the EE grows almost linearly with
the increasing density of mobile devices. Then, the EE stays
nearly constant even when the density of mobile devices con-
tinues to increase. The reason is that when the density of
mobile devices is small, the system gains more benefits from
the density of mobile devices. Once density of mobile devices
exceeds the point for the optimum EE, the reader can always
be matched with perfect mobile devices to obtain the best EE.

5) EE With Respect to the Computation Capability of
Mobile Device: We evaluate the EE versus different com-
putation ability of mobile devices. In this evaluation study,
the computation capability of mobile devices varies within
[0.5 0.9] GHz and the step size is 0.05. We set the number of
readers to R = 16. The results are shown in Fig. 8. It can be
seen that three matching algorithms demonstrate the same rela-
tionship between EE and the computation capability of mobile
devices. The result shows that the EE decreases nearly con-
stant when the computation capability of mobile devices stays
at low values. Then, the EE decreases evidently with the com-
putation capability of mobile devices continues to increase.
The reason is that when the computation capability of mobile
devices is low, the system loses less benefits from the compu-
tation capability of mobile devices. That is to say the energy
consumption of computing process is not dominant when the
computation capability is low. Once the computation capabil-
ity of mobile devices is high, computing process becomes the
major source of energy consumption. Thus, the EE decreases
evidently.

VII. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have proposed a novel UHF RFID system
for tracking children in the public area. In our RFID networks,
readers are associated with mobile devices for target local-
ization. With the help of remote central center, the reader
is matched with an mobile device to transmit raw data for

processing. Then, the associated mobile device deliver the pro-
cessed data to the users. We formulate the EE optimization
problem by jointly considering resource allocation and user
association. To address the EE optimization problem, we
have developed the DUM approach. Finally, we have demon-
strated that the proposed DUM approach is an efficient way
to enhance the performance of EE.

With the consideration of a practical environment of the
UHF RFID tracking system, it is important to study the cost
of matching process. Since in a practical environment, visi-
tors have high mobility. When there is fewer stable mobile
devices served as the local processing units, the system will
frequently repeat the matching process between the readers
and mobile devices. Thus, the computing and communication
cost of matching process will increase. We will investigate, as
part of our future work, the matching-cost efficient solution
with the mobile devices of high mobility.
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